CLINICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM

ABOUT US
The company WW8 Technologies was founded in 2009, in Brazil, by a
group of professionals who have been working in the health sector for
more than 25 years.
Composed of medical specialists who for many years have used
systems that are poor suited to their needs and by software specialists
who working in the elaboration of systems for the health area,
identified the need for the development of a modern and robust system
dedicated exclusively to the medical-assistance area.

OUR SOLUTION
ATHIMOS is an advanced Clinical Information System aimed at healthcare facilities that persue the
evolution of medical-care quality, with the best existing resources for a complete health record,
involving not only medical, but also all other information related to patient care. With outstanding
usability and adaptability to the establishment environment and practices, it facilitates the engagement
of the health care team, resulting in visible gains in performance, quality and safety.

WHY CHOOSE ATHIMOS
The bad user experience that physicians, nurses
used to, come from the origin of the most of
professionals. Usually those softwares were
management and operational functions of the
extended to clinical sectors after.

and all healthcare team are
softwares available to this
created initially covering
healthcare facilities. Being

Athimos® was created exclusively for those professionals directly involved on
the patient care. That's why all resources could be designed by the clinical
reasoning.
Many clinical decision support features are scattered throughout the system
helping the professionals to pay attention in those important details on the
clinical situation of the patients.
While the charts are filled, lab results came, orders are prescribed and another
dozens of actions like that happen, our exclusive patient monitoring engine
automatically detects when specific clinical characteristcs combine with each
other and put the patient in a guideline/protocol to special cares and standard
procedures.
Athimos® is very flexible, so each healthcare facility can have their own
clinical standards, forms, vital signs, order entries, etc. Hundreds of parameters
and configurations allows that the system works as the institution determines.

VALIDATION IN BRAZIL
B2B
1 hospital
250 beds
80 ambulatory rooms
3000 users
15k documents per day

4 multidisciplinary clinic
2 homecare services
2 long-term inpatient services
B2C
30 medical offices

in 3 month of
cloud subscription platform
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System analyst with +30 years of
experience in the health sector.

Mastologist for 30 years in HCPA
Professor at UFRGS

Software architect with 12 years of
experience in the health sector.

More than 20 years involved on IT
Medical farmacology professor

Software developer with 6 years of
experience in the health sector.

Nurse with 20 years of experience in
hospital software deployment
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